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About This Game

The city is being invaded by monsters from the Upside Down World! You, the Potion Master, must defeat evil all alone, with
no tutorials or "Easy Mode" to assist you. You'll have to rely on the help of Fäy, your companion fairy, and your potions!

Jump and shoot like they did in the good ol' arcade days. Fight enemies in your world and in the Upside Down World! Defeat
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gigantic bosses and acquire their powers!

You already know how to play! The challenge is in the game, not in complicated controls!

Story Mode with five different worlds, Game+, Boss Rush Mode, Challenge Mode and multiple endings!

More than 30 different enemies, 7 boss battles and lots of secret characters to discover!
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Yay, this game is so exciting! I love just about everything about it ^^ My favourite part is the music and the upside down world,
which sometimes make it like 2 games in one! The bosses are quite hard to beat, but with some practice it works. Recommend it
to everyone :). Remember playing nes games when you got a weapon that sucks to hit the enemies? This whole game is like that,
all weapons are horrible. Also the game overuse a simplistic anoying flip screen mechanic.. Played this a few times at trade
shows already and couldn't wait until it is finally released!
Such a charming retro vibe combined with snappy controls and a hard yet fair difficulty make for an instant recommendation!

You do not want to miss this, especially if you're a fan of lovely retro platformers! :). Terrible game, not worth its price at all.
Save your $15 for something that doesn't frustrate you every time you open it.. Weak level design. There are many flat and long
sections with boring enemies, one moment there is a lack of enemies while other times you will be overwhelmed by them. What
this developer doesn't seem to understand is that those retro games back in the day had great synergy between obstacle
placement, platforming, enemy attacks and relative enemy placement. Nothing is to be found in here. Attacking enemies is also
not satisfying. This game is not well designed.. Good game. Beuatiful, fun to play, challenge. Although, the soundtracks remind
me of many pop songs. Lol. I'm a big fan of retro Platformer, so when I first A Whole New World it immediately stole my
heart. The awesome art style and the catchy soundtrack combined with the upside down world make this game to one of the best
Platformer I have played in years. Yeah, it is pretty hard - BUT never feels unfair. If you die it's because you lack some skills or
because you haven\u2019t figured out the right strategy to defeat the boss. So if you up for a challenge, go get A Whole New
World!. I'm not sure how I originally found out about this game, but I liked what I saw and have been following the developers
on Facebook. I generally liked the aesthetic, the upside-down-world aspect (which kind of reminded me of Battle of Olympus)
and the gameplay that looked like an interesting take on Mega Man.

Overall, I've been happy with the game. It controls quite well, even in the upside-down-segments (which I tend to have a lot of
trouble with it games). The level design is interesting -- it is obviously planned out, but also has kind of a random-feeling quality
to it. Some levels are fairly straightforward left-to-right affairs, while others require some backtracking. I've enjoyed the
weapon system too -- you get new abilities by beating bosses and can switch on the fly, ala Mega Man. Unlike Mega Man,
there's no weapon charge meter, so you can use them to your heart's content. I've actually found the 4 I've found to be different
enough to be worth switching between fairly consistently, it's not just a matter of picking the right thing for a boss.

On that point, the bosses have all been pretty cool. They have patterns, but there is a lot of variety in those patterns. So I've
found them to be challenging and largely fair. I am stuck on one boss now, but I know with some time I'll overcome it. This is
made a lot less frustrating because while the game is difficult, it does have checkpoints -- I can keep retrying a boss easily, the
main loss is that my score resets to zero (my impression is that this also affects the ending?).

There are some things I don't love about it. The early stages, in particular, have some fairly busy backgrounds that are of a
similar tone to the foreground -- so I've had a hard time differentiating between things. This was especially hard for me in a
forest area where I was dealing with spiders jumping in and out of the underground world because I could barely tell where they
were. I was glad to find this to be less of an issue later in the game.

There are also situations where you just feel overwhelmed with enemies. It's certainly possible to overcome them, but having 10
clouds shooting icicles at you while dodging two other things is a bit much. That said, the fact that enemies don't instantly
respawn offscreen makes this a LOT more managable than it would have been in the NES days. In fact, they don't respawn at
all: there are a couple of achievements revolving around killing every monster in the stages.

In the end though, I've enjoyed what I've played of the game and think it's a good example of its genre. The main game looks to
be about 90 to 120 minutes if you blast through it, but there are items to collect and other modes that round out the package. So
I feel like it's worth the $10. Looking forward to finishing it and checking out the New Game+ option.. The game is very nice, I
like this kind of graphics, I would like to have multiplayer feature in the next version. I like the idea of up and down worlds very
much, waiting for the next version.. I played a while now and have to say, it is really challenging, at least for my skill level. The
boss fights are the big thing in that game and you can really feel that there are a lot of side-tasks to do (NPC all over, things to
find or unlock and so on). I have not finished yet (stage 5) but am looking forward to continue tomorrow.

To make it short: fun but hard game, they caught the old-school style pretty well.
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Fantastic and Charming little game! More inspired by Shovel Knight and Ghosts n' Goblins.. Great game, NES retro-inspired.
Highly recommended.. If you want your nostalgy crawling into your veins, thats your game. Playing A Hole New World is like
using a time machine; it has all the elements of old school games, jugability, story, graphics, music...

I enjoyed it with all my heart. I recovered the real meaning of desesperation in this game, just like in Megaman or other classics.
The last scenario is purely infernal, in the good meaning. The bosses are wonderful, with a real difficult level.
The mechanics are fun and its replayeable so, what are you waiting?

If you want to have a good -or infernal- time and raise your salt levels over the stocks, buy this game and play it. Full
recommended.. OK let's see here I paid for this game and as soon as I saw it I wanted to make a video\/skit\/review on this for
my channel.
this game isn't popular at all but I'm sure it will be soon. It gives a very old nostalgic vibe to it the first level goes by a breeze and
as you progress everything just turns around and smack you in your stupid face each level gets more intense and back is a total d
bag this game was frustrating to play but it was fun I would recommend it that's why I am making a video on it buy this game
play it this has the same vibes as the old super Nintendo games but since this is 2017 it offers you more than just once you beat
it you get to enjoy it over and over you unlock things and what you do and how you play seems to matter ! enjoy for huge nut
punch when you play this game.. Let me tell you how i found out about this game: I went to a gaming festival close to my area
(called "Button" in Austria) and MadGearGames had a booth with this game there. They offered a free steam key if you
managed to beat the "final" boss. So i challenged myself to do it.

Grabbed the controller and went right into the game. Easy controls and off I went on this journey. As i progressed through the 5
stages it got hard really quickly (ramping up by a lot after every stage). The mechanics and gameplay reminded me of megaman
which is one of my favorite oldschool game series. Especially the weapons you unlock after bossfights reminded me of this.
The artwork looks really great and I especially enjoy the dark vibe to it.
There is a lot to explore (so many secrets) and a lot of challenges when you beat the story for the first time.
The "last" boss was a big challenge at first but once I learned his patterns it quickly turned into my favorite fight of this game.
One of the devs watched me struggle on the last boss and when I got close to killing him, he actually cheered for me and when I
landed the killing blow it felt like he was just as excited as me.
He offered me the steam key as promised but I declined because I wanted to support the devs by buying it. I felt like a great
game like this really deserves it :)

To sum it up quickly: Really awesome game with awesome devs, they created something amazing here.
Can't wait to beat boss rush (because I already got hooked when I tried the game at the booth), Story + and finding all of the
secrets.

Edit: I played Story + and I really liked what they did with it.. a really nice challenge again and it's cool that you can actually
(spoilers) defeat the "final" boss at Stage 1 when you see him for the first time.
I really enjoy completing the achievements and I plan on getting this game to 100%. A great little retro platformer that feels like
a cross between Megaman and Castlevania with a sprinkle of Zelda.
If you like Shovel knight, nice pixel art and tight controls then this game is definitely for you!. Pros:
-Feels like an NES game for the most part
-Has some good pixel art( compared to most of steam pixel art indie games)

Cons:
- Mostly trial and error game
-Bosses were a mess. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t attacks, inconsistent hitboxes, not fun to play againts,
weren\u00b4t mechanically very deep, and most of all they weren\u00b4t memorable. Final boss
had\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665hitboxes, unfair stun-lock mechanic and wasn\u00b4t very hard. It only had
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t mechanics
-Story was interesting but there was no development to it. Characters were just mostly there and didn\u00b4t appoint to
anything. No interesting moments to point out, no interactions with the characters, no stakes were at hand since why would I, as
the player, give a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665since none of th characters do anything meaningful.
- Most of the attacks fly in an arc. This would be fine if there would someone kind of normal punch or weapon attack that
would be easy to use and fast. I know theres a kick attack but that does not work very well against enemies, since most of them
are airborne.
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Potion 1 is useless after world 3, potion 2 is the worst attack in the game, potion 3 has freeze and fire form but that sucks, since
the potion has to hit a wall to change the effect, potion 4 is the best potion since it flies in a straight line. Most of the potions are
rendered useless against the bosses( except the final boss) because all of the potions are weaker than charging a fairy attack that
you get in the beginning of the game. You can\u00b4t spam the potion bottles because all of the bosses have invincibility frame
that lasts for 3 seconds.
- Music sounds generic and has no punch to it.

Don\u00b4t buy this game. There are better ones out there.

Crashbots Patch 1.0.2 released:
Crashbots has been updated with a few improvements and bugfixes.

- Default volume of the music & audio has been slightly lowered.
- Changed the audio settings into volume sliders.
- Fixed some bugs with the audio mixing in the Wild West world.
- Increased the collision sizes of the coins, energy & star pickups.
- Made the animations to show that your abilities are ready more prominent.
- Fixed a few typos in the menu's.
- Fixed a few bugs in the missions system.
- Fixed a bunch of other minor bugs.

If you find any bugs or have other feedback, please contact me at info@neonchimp.com!. One week till the Release of
Crashbots!:
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. Crashbots is now available!:
Are you up for a challenge? Crashbots is now available!
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. Crashbots Crashbots v1.1 Update:

Crashbots v1.1 comes with a lot of quality of life improvements and bug fixes that will reduce the difficulty and a lot of
frustation!

Added a small period of invincibility after taking a hit.

Fixed some issues with the menu not responding after exiting from the pause screen.

Increased the colliders of the blue target objects.

Tweaked the distance goals for the endless mode completion and mission objectives.
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Fixed an issue where the left and right controls were locked.

Added an effect that reveals if there is a trap hidden in a crate after you've destroyed it.

Fixed a bug where the enemies would keep shooting after being destroyed.

 Added an indicator to the game over screen that shows you if there are upgrades available to your robot.

Fixed a crash in the beginning of level 5-20.

Lots of small bug fixes.
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